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Abstract

There are several methods for ranking of the extreme efficient DMUs.
The non-extreme efficient DMUs cannot rank by these methods. In this
paper, we propos a method for ranking all efficient DMUs (extreme and
non-extreme efficient DMUs) by using reference DMUs.
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1. Introduction

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), Charnes et. al [3], is a mathematical pro-
gramming technique for identifying efficient frontiers for peer Decision Mak-
ing Units (DMUs). In most models of DEA, the best performers have effi-
ciency score unity, and, from experience, we know that usually there are plu-
ral DMUs, which have this ”efficient status”. To discriminate between these
efficient DMUs is an interesting research subject. Several authors have pro-
posed methods for ranking the best performers. See Andersen and Petersen
(AP)[1], Seiford and Zhu [6], Zhu [7] and Mehrabian, Alirezai and Jahan-
shahloo (MAJ)[5] and Jahanshahloo et al. [4] among others.

All these ranking methods have been applied for ranking only extreme
efficient DMUs. In this paper, we use the convex combination of extreme
efficient DMUs rank, which are references DMUs, for ranking non-extreme
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efficient DMUs. We assume that there is n DMUs to be evaluated, indexed
by j = 1, . . . , n and Yj = (y1j, . . . , ysj) each DMU is assumed to produce s
different outputs from m different inputs. Let the observed input and output
vectors of DMUj be Xj = (x1j , . . . , xmj) and respectively, that all components
of vectors Xj and Yj for all DMUs are non-negative and each DMU has at
least one strictly positive input and output. To obtain efficiency of DMUs we
use the CCR [5], which is as follows:

θ∗CCR = Min θCCR

s.t.
n∑

j=1

λjxij ≤ θoxio, i = 1, · · · , m
n∑

j=1

λjyrj ≥ yro, r = 1, · · · , s
λj ≥ 0, j = 1, · · · , n.

(1)

Assume that the DMUo is extreme efficient. To obtain the ranking score
of DMUo, consider the model AP,[2], as follows:

θ∗AP = Min θAP

s.t.
n∑

j=1,j �=o

λjxij ≤ θoxio, i = 1, · · · , m
n∑

j=1,j �=o

λjyrj ≥ yro, r = 1, · · · , s
λj ≥ 0, j = 1, · · · , n, j �= o.

(2)

The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we propose a method
for ranking non-efficient DMUs. In section 3, a numerical example is considered
which illustrates the presented method. Section 4 gives our conclusive remarks.

2. Ranking of Non-Extreme Efficient DMUs

The previous ranking methods are applied for ranking only extreme efficient
DMUs. In this paper, we use the convex combination of extreme efficient
DMUs rank, which are references DMUs, for ranking non-extreme efficient
DMUs. We know each non-extreme efficient DMU has at least two extreme
efficient references. So, suppose that the DMUo is non-extreme efficient and
Λo = o1, . . . , op be the set of index DMUs which are references DMUs for
DMUo.

Theorem 1:Each non-extreme efficient DMU can be represented by the convex
combination of its extreme efficient reference set DMUs.
Proof: The proof is similar to representation theorem in [2].
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Since DMUo and its reference set DMUs are almost similar. So their per-
formance and rank are nearly similar. Therefore from theorem 1 and above
discussion, we define the rank of non-extreme DMUs based on the density of
reference set DMUs in CCR model as definition 1.
Definition 1: Assume that DMUo is non-extreme efficient, then its rank (Ro)
is defined as, Ro =

∑
oj∈Λ λ∗

oj
R∗

oj
, where for oj ∈ Λo, Roj

is the rank of oj − th
DMU and λ∗

oj
is its intensity in CCR model and can be obtained from optimal

solution of model (1) when DMUo is evaluated.

3. Example

Consider 11 DMUs with 2 inputs and 1 output. The data of these DMUs have
been reported in Table 1.

DMUs A B C D E F G H I L M
Input1 1 2 4 1.5 1.8 1.25 3 4 5 3 5
Input2 4 2 1 3 2.4 3.5 1.5 2 3 4 5
Output 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 1: The values of inputs and outputs

By CCR model DMUs D, E, F and G are non-extreme efficient and DMUs
A, B and C are extreme efficient. By using formula Ro =

∑
oj

λ∗
jo

Rjo the rank
of on-extreme efficient DMUs have been reported in row 5 of table 2.

DMUo A B C D E F G
θ∗CCR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
θ∗AP 1.25 1.0714 1.4999 1 1 1 1
Λo {A} {B} {C} {A,B} {A,B} {A,B} {B,C}
Ro 1.25 1.0714 1.4999 1.1607 1.1071 1.2053 1.2857

λ∗
jo

, oj ∈ Λ λ∗
A = 1 λ∗

B = 1 λ∗
C = 1 λ∗

A = 0.5, λ∗
A = 0.2, λ∗

A = 0.75, λ∗
B = 0.5,

λ∗
B = 0.5 λ∗

B = 0.8 λ∗
B = 0.25 λ∗

C = 0.5
Table 2: CCR efficiency, reference set, and the ranks

In Table 2, the numbers of the rows 2 and 3 show the efficiency and rank
of efficient DMUs, respectively. In this Table rows 4 and 6 show reference set
and their density, respectively.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a ranking method for ranking extreme and non-
extreme efficient DMUs based on the density of reference set DMUs in CCR
model. So, this method is able to rank all efficient DMUs with constraint
and variable returns to scale. It seems that ranking by this approach is more
precise than other methods.
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